
This profound, personal account of a devoted mother trying to find solutions to help her primordially

wounded daughter illustrates the lack of understanding of wounds inflicted in-utero and a surprisingly

ambivalent mental health and educational system that allows so many children to fall through the cracks.
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Everyday

I’m just a person, like anyone else

Everyday I brush my teeth and watch the sink water back up with toothpaste

Everyday the handle to my makeup drawer falls out in my hand as I open it

Everyday I gag while popping three horse size Omega Oil supplements over the

kitchen sink

Everyday I dress the same way, right leg first, right arm first

Everyday I spray a subtle perfume on the same places on my neck and forearms

Today I wondered why...

It is not everyday that I pack up my daughters things for her first stay away from

home

It is not everyday that I have to live in the realization that things are not ok

It is not everyday that I have to explain to my 5 year old daughter why, though not

physically sick, she is going to live in a hospital for a while

It is not everyday that I fill out paperwork that releases her care to a medical team

who does not know her fears, her behaviors, her psychosis, her rage, her

sadness, her smile

Everyday I feel angst and fear and worry for her

Everyday I feel sadness that I have in some way caused her angel wings to be

broken

Everyday I fear for our family and the repercussions of all her pent up rage in the

walls of our home

Everyday I feel guilt and question what kind of god would give this legacy to a

cherub faced child

Everyday I pine for the days when I didn’t have this feeling in my gut

Everyday I question myself and my actions and my responses

Everyday I judge myself

NO,it is not everyday that I take my angel with broken wings to live in a hospital

And today, as I cycled through the daily habits of my everyday life, I wondered

If my own sanity has been wrapped in these rituals.

If only today could be the day she finds her rituals

If only today could be the day she finds her peace in repeated behavior and

constancy of thought and process

If only today could be the day she doesn’t feel hate towards herself

If only today she could maintain a peaceful mood for more than 20 minutes

If only today, wasn’t the day I had to take her suitcase and her pillow and her

stuffed guys and her sound machine and her shoe box of medication to a hospital

If only today wasn’t that day, but instead was the stable everyday of the rest of her

life.

Everyday I wake up and breathe and some days that feels like more of a

challenge than others

Yesterday I woke up and today was just a possibility

Today, it’s a reality.
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Wrestling the Dawn

Peace

The day begins

Raindrops pummeling the downspouts

Acorns tapping the cedar roof above me

I find my two feet padding the floor to the shower

The steamy hot water arrives and my sins are washed down the drain yet again

But for a few minutes

Peaceful sanity

and before the sun rises over the horizon

she has peeked beyond the partially open door

and after the morning smile

I am soon struggling with the demons

And the screaming begins

In my face still dewy from the hot steam

and

Before I’ve even welcomed in another day

With my adopted FAS, bipolar 5 year old daughter

I wrestle with the remorse for my verbal responses to her first struggle of

hundreds she will have today

Rage mostly directed at me

Witnesses in little people’s skin around me

I wonder if they feel fear

Embarrassed by my weak knees before dawn

I curl up into a ball and lose my way in thoughts muddied by

A bad economy and high gas prices

Just keep breathing ... just keep breathing.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27, 2008

Caring for Illinois babies exposed to alcohol Costs $741,000 a
Day!

By Bonnie Miller Rubin | Chicago Tribune reporter

August 27, 2008

The cost of caring for the almost 1,800 babies born in Illinois each year who are

damaged by exposure to alcohol in the womb is enormous over their lifetimes,

which can include medical treatment and incarceration.

"This is a huge public health issue, but it hasn't gotten much traction with the

public," said Larry Burd, director of the North Dakota Fetal Alcohol Center at the

University of North Dakota.

Burd presented his findings at the Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders Conference,

which opened Tuesday at the Doubletree Hotel in Alsip and is sponsored by the

Arc of Illinois.

Each year across the country 40,000 babies—or 1 percent of all live births—are

born with some alcohol-related neurological impairment, according to the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention—more than spina bifida, Down syndrome and

muscular dystrophy combined.
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FASD is an umbrella term describing the effects that can occur in a baby

whose mother drank during pregnancy. The cognitive deficits and

behavioral problems have lifelong implications, yet it's the only birth

defect that is 100 percent preventable. 

Burd reviewed studies examining the costs of the disability, which affects multiple

generations. In Illinois, the tab comes to $741,000 a day, including foster care,

special education services, residential treatment centers and prison, he said. The

average age at diagnosis is 7, and 85 percent of all children and adolescents live

outside the home.

The key to reducing the tab is prevention and early identification, he said. "If Illinois

spent just 10 days of that $741,000 on services, it would make a huge difference,"

Burd said.

The state has one of the highest rates of drinking among women of childbearing

age, at 60.4 percent, according to the CDC. Half of all pregnancies are

unplanned, and many women who drink do not know they are expecting.

In an earlier era, sipping an occasional martini while pregnant was not only

acceptable but fashionable.

But that all changed after 1981, when the surgeon general warned women about

drinking. Alcohol freely crosses the placenta, "so however intoxicated Mom is, the

kid feels the same way," said Dr. Catherine Stika, associate professor of

obstetrics and gynecology at Northwestern University's Feinberg School of

Medicine.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, 2008
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Blink!

I turn my head and the snow melts into a

steamy August afternoon. I see visions of

school supplies and holiday sales and I

blink and my kids are wearing cap and

gown. The leaves block the view of my

home from any peering eyes and all is

private and quiet until the autumn winds

first paint then blow away my sanctuary all

nestled deep. From crickets wings in

summer steam to coyotes howls of hunger

in dark winter wood, I feel no older, but I

blink and my children grow as time races

at adrenaline's pace.

SUNDAY, MAY 18, 2008

The VooDoo that You Do!

Often times I sit at my keyboard and revel in the turnabouts of both fair and unfair

play in my life. I have spent many hours recounting how this or that in my life or in
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the lives of those around me have made impressions on me that delve deep into

why we are really all here. As yet another Sunday afternoon approaches, the

sounds of snoring coming from my children’s napping rooms...I am motivated to

muse – but not on the misgivings of a life where everything is not smooth or even

about the snippets of joy I’ve culled from those rather unfortunate events. Today,

I’m thinking about all the miracles, the surprises, and the reminders why ‘where

there’s a will, there’s a way’.

Yesterday, Ellie danced her heart out in a ballet recital

she has been preparing for since September. Last year’s

recital and most of last year’s anything was marred by

her inability to find any joy or happiness in any activity.

Ellie, colicky since birth has never been a child I could

soothe. She has never been a happy child, or a child

without rage. Over the last 5 years since walking in the

front door of our home with her, having been present for

her birth in New Jersey, I have found myself sinking in

the quagmire of feeling the failures for not being able to

parent her successfully. I have found the depths of my own feelings of inadequacy

in her inability to find her own balance in our family and in this world. At only 18

months I was seeking help outside the home from a multitude of early intervention

sources as well as searching out, what added up to 40+ doctors, until we finally

came to a rather shocking conclusion that despite a seemingly spotless

(doctored) medical record Ellie had been cooked and basted in drugs and alcohol

in-utero. She was diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome in 2006, shortly after

our youngest daughter Tali was born and just before her birthmother commit

suicide by drug overdose.

Since her diagnosis, I have attempted a number of interventions ranging from

Occupational Therapy, Developmental Therapy, Physical Therapy, Behavioral

Therapy, and in the past year Psychiatric support in the way of pharmacological

cocktails to help tone down her disregulation caused by brain damage. Last

September, she started acting her rage out and with much angst, we found

ourselves placing her in an outpatient treatment program at Children’s Memorial

Hospital. She’s a very bright girl, though, and many of the suggested methods of

intervention would work – but for only short periods of time until they became

benign. The violent tendencies growing as she grew this year began to

compromise the safety of the rest of the children in the home and aside from a

multitude of changes in her medication, there seemed no alternatives to finding a

residential facility where she would be supervised 24/7.

At wits end, and with very few rocks left to turn over, I recommitted myself to

finding new techniques we had yet to try. Ellie’s psychiatrist suggested a local

Therapist who introduced more eastern style techniques into the process of

working with children so I set up an appointment. I remember being so desperate

the day we arrived that I’m sure she must have thought I was at least, in part, a

function of the problem. I remember holding back the tears as I described the

madness that we have experienced in the 5 years of Ellie’s little life and I

remember her eyes as she must have been processing it all.

Craniosacral therapy (also called CST, cranial osteopathy, also spelled

CranioSacral bodywork or therapy) is a method of Complementary and alternative

medicine used by massage therapists, naturopaths, chiropractors and

osteopaths, who manually apply a subtle movement of the spinal and cranial

bones in an attempt to bring the central nervous system into harmony. This

therapy involves assessing and addressing the movement of the cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF), which can be restricted by trauma to the body, such as through falls,

accidents, and general nervous tension. By gently working with the spine, the

skull and its cranial sutures, diaphragms, and fascia, the restrictions of nerve
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passages are said to be eased, the movement of CSF through the spinal cord

can be optimized, and misaligned bones are said to be restored to their proper

position. Craniosacral therapists use the therapy to treat mental stress, neck and

back pain, migraines, TMJ Syndrome, and for chronic pain conditions such as

fibromyalgia.

5 weeks have passed since walking through the doors of the therapist who

provides Cranialsacral therapy to Ellie, and our lives are hardly recognizable. After

only 3 weeks her work had nearly completely eliminated the rage that Ellie

experienced since birth. Ellie’s eyes are brighter and she is happy for the first time

in her life. I cried like a child yesterday as I watched her dancing her heart out at

that ballet recital. She is joyful and finally able to celebrate having a forever family

that will love and care for her always.

In conjunction with hopeful efforts towards therapies we hadn’t tried, about 2

weeks into the Cranialsacral therapy I also had an EEG of Ellie’s brain done to

determine where the brain activity was most affected by the damage she had

incurred through in-utero exposure.

The testing was not easy for Ellie, the cap and all

the goo being a serious sensory overload in the

making for her, but the results were better than

encouraging. The PHD who did the tests called

to explain the results and which part of her brain

could use some neurofeedback training, but that

overall, her cognitive abilities are advanced of her

age and that we should take a bow for all the

early intervention which has all but saved her life. The results of the EEG gave me

a hope that had long been wiped out by the grim literature on the lifelong patterns

of FAS kids and adults.

Neurofeedback (NFB), also called neurotherapy, neurobiofeedback or EEG

biofeedback (EEGBF) is a therapy technique that presents the user with realtime

feedback on brainwave activity, as measured by sensors on the scalp, typically in

the form of a video display, sound or vibration. The aim is to provide real-time

information to the Central Nervous System (CNS) as to its current activity.

I don’t pretend to understand how it works, though I have certainly spent tens of

hours attempting to. What I do know is that this is the miracle I was pining for all

these years. In simple truth, it’s the miracle that will help to heal our family where

it has experienced much hurt and will allow Ellie the opportunity for a lifetime of joy

and personal success even given her complicated karmic start.

TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 2008

Explaining this is your brain on drugs by the shadow of a night
light

Parenting my 5 year old FAS (Fetal Alcohol Syndrome) Child

Ellie went off the deep end much earlier tonight. As the tumult arose, I found

myself pulling her off her 3 year old sister and throwing her on her bed. I was not

gentle and I am not proud. I stood over her, holding her down yelling,"I'm only

human, what do you want from me?" until I realized I was scaring the shit out of
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her. By the time the drama ended, I was standing in the front yard, the rain

dripping down my forehead and cheeks, trying to compose myself from the

meltdown I found myself mirroring back at this tiny person.

As the lightening and thunder approached, I pulled myself together, went back

inside the house. I had sent the other two children into the tv room to watch

Caillou and I went back up to Ellie's room where she had just been throwing

everything around in a violent rage while simultaneously screaming I love you and

I'm sorry.

I opened the door carefully and walked in calmly and sat on her bed. She sat up

and crawled into my arms like a kitten to its mother's milk. I held her and found the

courage to tell her the facts of her life.

I explained that, her birthmother (who died of a drug overdose in 2006),had made

bad choices when she was in her tummy. She did drugs and drank alcohol when

Ellie was growing inside her.

"Mommy, what are drugs?" she asked. "Medicine the doctor didn't tell her to take"I

said, and when she found out what alcohol was, she responded with "disgusting"

and "those WERE bad choices." "She didn't take care of me..."she said, and

then, and I quote,"she must not have liked herself very much."

"No, I guess not" I found myself repeating and thinking about as I asked her if she

liked "her self" and she answered, "Oh yes, I am a very special girl and I have a

very special Mama and Dada who came to get me and love me very much. I am

part of a special family. I am loved. I DO like myself."

I held her and cried and told her that because Mama Janine made those many

bad choices, the inside of her head - her brain - wasn't the same as mine,

Dada's, Jonah's or Tali's. In fact, that her brain is very different than most people

she will know.

I told her that was why she gets so angry and so frustrated and has a hard time

being happy. I explained that if she had grown in my tummy it wouldn't have been

that way...that I would have eaten the right foods, and not made any of those bad

choices and how sad it makes me that Mama Janine did that."Mama Janine made

a lot of bad decisions indeed," I said, "but she made one of the best decisions in

the whole wide world choosing us as her forever family."

I explained that we welcomed her into our family to love her and that we wouldn't

leave or ever hurt her. I explained that I don't want her to be afraid of me (reactive

attachment disorder is often integral to FAS)and feel like she can't trust me.

I felt like a monster when I responded to her anger with my own. She looked at

me, "I am not afraid of you mama. And I am so sorry that my brain does this but

now I am glad to know because I didn't know why before."

Upon hearing all this, we both cried and she wiped my tears and said she

understood. Everything. She was very sad to hear that Mama Janine didn't take

care of herself and her baby and that as a result she will have these challenges

forever. Then she promptly forgot everything for a blip while she obsessed over

finding us tissues. Oh, to be five years old...

After we wiped each other's tears, we talked about giving her a chill out space

when she felt angry and how the throwing and breaking things hurts everyone so

we have to work on that. She understood. She got it. She cried and said she

didn't understand why her brain was different but now she does. Then she said

that she would be very careful with her babies...she would walk and not run- and
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whisper, and not yell when they were inside her. She would eat good food and not

make bad choices.

I know, tomorrow will be another day, another tumult to come, another dent in the

drywall from a thrown object, more shattered glass and broken toys, but in some

small way, I guess I thought she was ready to know why she was feeling the way

she was. I mean, it's got to be hard enough to feel that degree of anger, but to not

know the reason for it, just seems too much a cross to bear.

She is a loving girl. A fair-haired, whispy, sweet princess and the pea kind of child,

with the rage of an untamed beast. She presents quite the paradox when I'm

standing in the Parenting section of Barnes & Noble looking for hope in the pages

of other's experiences.

This month I will try cranialsacral massage and neurofeedback, last month I tried

music and occupational therapy and upping the medicines. This summer we'll try

fewer psycho-medicinals and more homeopathic therapies. Some days I feel like I

don't have an ounce more for this child, and some days I have a universe of hope

and equal the energy to find the holy grail for her. This is parenting...just one of my

three children. It is my life and in this moment, thankful for the gift of connecting

with her for a solid half hour of rocking and holding,crying and loving today, I am at

peace with it.

SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 2008

Sanity runs from my faucet!

I have been mulling over the pages in my book of life lately. In this “rescue” house

we are living in while we await the salvation of the contractors as they begin work

on our damaged nest, it takes a full 28 seconds for the water from the kitchen

faucet to change from hot to cold.

I noticed this the other day, in the course of a normally chaotic time during which I

am doing 4 things simultaneously in order to get myself and the children ready to

face a new day. Getting the kids dressed, fed and medicated, the lunches made,

backpacks readied, the mouse droppings in the pantry from the swarms of

rodents this house has feasting upon it swept up, and the dogs fed and watered

just to name a few. Amidst the chaos and the responsibility, I began running the

water for the dog’s water bowl and in foreground noise that generally always

includes kids yelling at me and at each other, I counted 28 seconds with my finger

under the running water to the goal of a refreshing temperature to finish my task.

In that 28 seconds, I was “awash” in an inner quiet. In that 28 seconds, I enjoyed a

series of moments to myself with the stimulation of the water on my finger and

the view out the window to the wooded back yard. In those 28 seconds, I was

completely alone, an island unto my thoughts , and the spinning stopped. Akin to

the famed roller coaster scene in Steve Martin’s “Parenthood” it moved from slow

motion to no motion and in it, I found my heart beating and the blood rushing

through my veins.

The first time, in the morning bowl, I discovered it. And then, like a sordid thought,

my mind wandered to it throughout the day. I pined to get back home in the

afternoon to try it again. To see if those 28 seconds would wash over me bringing

me the kind of cleansed sense of being that I had experienced that morning. And,

indeed, the evening bowl brought the same freshened view of the world.

I get to fill the bowl 3 times a day as the spring days arrive and the thirst of our
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three dogs increases with the amount of sunlit hours, and each time, I find myself

disappearing into the time warp - deeper and deeper.

Where I thought this house that is not my home could not get any worse between

it’s mice in the pantry, knobs that fall off in our hands, self locking doors that have

us climbing ladders up its sides, ants, spiders and uneven stairs that trip me

every single time I attempt them- it gave me this gift. This 84 seconds a day that

leaves me feeling as good as I did when we returned from The Cayman Islands

during our last real vacation in 2004.

I had the opportunity to have some other quiet time recently on a long car trip with

a close friend and I found myself telling him about my mini white-outs in 28

second increments. I listened to myself as I described how I came about this

amazing revelation and I had to laugh at his response – or maybe it was in the

retelling of how I found myself in these tiny little blippy times during my otherwise

rocky days.

Years ago I led this incredibly intense single life as a stereotypical New Yorker in

the publishing field. Had you told me then that I would eventually find my sanity as

I filled dog water bowls in my future life I would have thought YOU to be the one in

need of a dose of sanity.

It’s just crazy to me where our lives lead us, and that some of our deepest

moments of realization come during the most unexpected times. In these

moments, it is understood that someone else has written the book and that we

are merely the page turners in the story that is our lives. These days, I, for one,

am thankful that someone bothered to write in those 84 seconds so that I would

have enough energy and stamina to continue to turn the pages and evolve

mindfully in the most surprising ways.

FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 2008

Magical Thinking

I recently realized that no matter how strong we are in spirit and will, that our

personal vulnerabilities are innate to being human. Often times I experience

life from up in the ether, just a couple feet above the ground. I find it safe there

and rather oddly, feel most grounded when I am floating just above where all

the chaos and expectation is. But while I sometimes like to hold the expectation

of myself as a superhuman, I really am only of this earth and much to my

dismay, am often reminded of this.

I’ve spent my life employing magical thinking that helps me feel like I can

influence the world and most specifically, my life. I guess I’m an admitted

control freak. What at age 5 seemed logical like, not stepping on cracks, has

now evolved to include more grandiose techniques of maintaining a sense of

control over the outcome of things. If one of my kids goes a little deeper off the

edge when I leave the house in the morning, I wonder if it is indeed a sign that

if I step out the door, I will fall into a black hole. I carry angel coins and I

practice regular random acts of kindness with the hopes that in the absence of

any better explanation of everything that happens to me I will circumvent the

worst by spreading my magic in the world.

Of course, being a woman of slightly above average intelligence, I acknowledge

that the belief that I can control everything that happens through random acts

of kindness and avoiding cracks, is truly irrational. But heck, now that I’ve

found myself staring down my 45th birthday I’m trying to conserve hairs for
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later graying, so often times I rest my laurels on the ridiculous.

So in my false sense of security wrapped up in a pretty blanket of absurdity I

found myself facing a rather devastating incident just three weeks ago. On an

otherwise uneventful Midwestern winter morning, as it related to the sun rising

and setting and the clock not standing still, I awoke at 5:45 am to the sounds of

the fire alarms in my home going off. I remember faintly hearing them in my

dreams and then louder and louder until it seemed unavoidable to open my

eyes. I ran quickly to the source, not smelling smoke but hearing the rush of

liquid and finding buckets of water falling from the ceiling throughout the first

floor of my home. It was the last week we would be graced by the au pair we

had come to love as family and she and I met in the kitchen to our very own

screams. In the chaos, we turned on lights, sought 3 children from the comfort

of their beds, they too had been frightened awake by the sirens which whooped

in a systematic yet unsettling way. In the burst of energy that comes hand in

hand with the fright or flight aspect of survival in a traumatic situation, we

guided the children to the car in the garage. It was raining everywhere, the

garage included and it was a wintry pre-dawn morning so as the water was

falling the icicles were forming and my hair would eventually break like my

heart when I looked at the devastation in the end.

Raluca, our au pair, backed the car out of the garage once the children were

safely in their car seats, though wet pajama’d and half booted, as most of their

winter clothes had already been soaked by the rising tides in the house, and I

vacillated over what to do. Call the fire department? Call my husband who was

already an hour’s train ride away? Call the neighbor to get my kids somewhere

warm and dry and safe?

As I stared at the cell phone (the house phone wasn’t working anymore) and

shook from the cold and the shock, another part of the ceiling gave way and

the water dumped directly on top of me. Raluca, in the moment our eyes met,

jumped out of the car and held me in her arms while I shook and wept, “it’s

raining in the house…what is happening? We are losing the house…our home…

our home is destroyed. Why? Why? ” As she held me, the strength of her faith

and the power of her unconditional love calmed me. I glanced at the faces of

my children in the car, so frightened and needing me to be the knight in

shining armor, and in that moment, I found the strength to do what needed to

be done.

I ignored the distractions. I called my husband who both called the fire

department and walked me through turning the main water valve off. I was

slightly electrocuted (like being slightly pregnant as I ruminate on how it felt to

be lifted and thrown across the room which had filled with 5 inches of water

already) as I reached for the shut off valve and touched a conduit line.

As I stood waiting for the fire department I thought about all the things I could

have done to circumvent this stroke of incredible misfortune. I thought about

all the things I might have done wrong, all the times I had cut someone off in

traffic, all of my adult misgivings hung over me like a fog. My magical thinking

had failed me and I had only my naivete to blame.

The week didn’t end well. As it turned out, our fire sprinkler system had frozen

and when the pipe burst it dumped nearly 900 gallons of water into our home.

What was my little dream house in the woods, whose creaky and wavy floors I

had paced for two years, is now a shell.

In the weeks that followed, the demolition started, we salvaged and moved

what we could to an alternative house, and I realized that while a house is a

thing, and the best things in life aren’t things, a home is as much a part of a

family as all the people who live in it. Raluca is an ocean away and while we

are living in a nice house, it is not our home, and I am heavyhearted as I think

of how much I miss our damaged nest.
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My sister called as soon as she heard and offered support. When I gave her an

update, she said that under the word, resilient in the dictionary, I would find

my picture. I guess in the face of it all, I did what anyone would have done. I

made lemonade. But resilient? I was still trembling weeks later and many

nights since then I have been less than patient with my children. I have

experienced panic and sadness and an alphabet worth of side effects as have my

kids and husband.

It’s not like I really rationally believe it all happened because I stepped on a

crack, or because I put out some karmically “bad girl” energy, but having been

self taught at the “everything happens for a reason” school of philosophy, I

can’t help but wonder. It almost doesn’t matter because the level of

vulnerability I experienced was refreshing in some ways. On some level, it gave

me permission to slack off on the control stuff for a while and just let life

happen, for whatever reason it’s supposed to. It also gave me some insight as to

the depth of my own personal strength and tolerance. I know that it changed

me in a fundamental way, because I have ceased to search high and low as I

used to for my angel coins…and just today, I purposely stepped on a crack, just

to tempt fate!

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2007

I learned everything I need to know from my DOG

Last summer we adopted the third of our three

dogs. Having spent much of the summer

shopping for a rescue dog that resembled a bear

but of non-allergenic hair, I was thrilled to come

across a listing for him amidst thousands of

other highly allergenic hounds. He was living in

the cornfields of Iowa and although he had been

born to a breeder, he had been passed over for the perfect mixed breed for

reasons of his timid personality and presumed shyness. As a result of his quieter

nature, he began to bore the brunt of the abuse of nearly 7 siblings in the breeders

home so she was intent to find him another family.

He came to us as Joey, but we quickly renamed him Chewy for reasons that are

still obvious on nearly every baseboard and chair leg in our home. Chewy is an

Aussiedoodle. He weighed about 22 lbs when he arrived but now tips the scale, a

year later, at around 39 lbs. He is a tri-colored merle with a Rastafarian touch

having been a breed created by the mating of a Standard Poodle with an

Aussiedoodle.

The first nights after his arrival the howling he produced matched the coyotes that

gather around our home on colder mid-winter evenings. He ate very little, wouldn’t

go near our hands, cringed if we came too close, and wouldn’t maintain eye

contact. He wouldn’t hang with the other dogs and wasn’t playful. He had a

spastic colon that on more than one occasion ruined family gatherings,in

multiple places in the house.

It’s hard to remember now, those first few months, looking at him sleeping across

the room, his moist nose now rubbing against the window leaving a foggy shaped

nose on the glass, having fallen asleep while peering out the window. I remember

thinking only once that perhaps he would never learn to trust us or love us and

that even though he had been in an abusive situation, maybe he would have fared
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better with his kin. I mean, hey, what’s a little sibling rivalry, right?

But, somewhere in the midst of the chaos of our normal lives, our Chewy found

his place and blossomed into one of the most loving and trusting animals I have

ever known. His features and persona are so human that sometimes it feels like

he is truly a man in a dog suit surmising the 2 legged’s are challenged because

they cannot see the world from his point of view.

I got to thinking about this the other night as all three of the dogs lay at my feet

after I returned from a short business trip. As I shifted in my desk chair after a

couple of hours catching up on emails Chewy stretched and approached me

quietly so as not to disturb the other dogs. He began to kiss me in only the

unstoppable way that Chewy shows his love – big sloppy wet licks to just about

any amount of skin he can locate.

Note: Don’t hate me, but we have the dogs on an invisible fence because while

we live on 2 wooded acres, we are adjacent to a non-dog lover and a busy road. I

have never been witness to any of the dogs getting so much as close to the

property line and I assuage my guilt about the “zapper” in this manner because I

know none of them has ever so much as felt it.

In the instance that he approached me, I began to pat his head and scratch

behind his ears because it acts as a catalyst to him cocking his head in a way

that always makes me laugh. As I worked my way around his scruff, I realized

with shock how very tight his 2 pronged invisible fence collar had become as a

result of his winter coat having grown in. Immediately I removed it, remembering

how very loose it had been this past summer when his hair was so much less

dense and wondered why he had not expressed himself in some way so I would

know it was bothering him.

I berated myself for not having realized his discomfort sooner. And then I took

pause to think of how in my efforts to care for this loving animal, I had actually

overlooked that he was being made uncomfortable by the very tool I was using to

keep him safe and comfortable. As if I was suddenly looking through a wide

angled lense, other paradoxes came to me about other things I do with the intent

to help but whose outcome might cause discomfort to those I love and hold so

dear.

I found myself deep in thought much of the day evaluating everything around me

and looking for other cues that I had overlooked. My A-HA moments cleared the

cobwebs and I felt a clarity of action and a depth of understanding I hadn’t had in a

while.

Chewy sleeps just about 7 feet from me now. Next to him our Golden Retriever,

and close enough to hear her snore, our Pekinese. I think how much they trust

me to care for them, rely on me to know the cues without speaking them, and

how not to take them for granted in my life,and I realize the lessons these

sleeping dogs teach me are woven throughout the fabric of my life. 12 legs, hair

straight and curly everywhere, 3 wet noses, and the occasional chewed heirloom

– who would have thought there’d be such a special lesson lying there on the floor

all this time,

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 2007

Ask More Questions!!!!
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As parents of little people in the 21st century, we need to ask more questions. I

know that often times I’m the one that the question is asked of by many of my

knee-high friends,but it only makes me more cognizant of the need for me to

continue asking questions.

I’ve come to this conclusion because sometimes I find information that just may

have swayed my decisions. Upon circumspection I wonder how many decisions I

would have made differently. Questions like - Paper or Plastic? – had I known that

in the long term it would become a huge environmental issue,or, Wet or Dry

food had I known it might be a life or death question for some of our furry children.

What about the increase in children with sensory processing problems, autism

and Aspergers – What questions could we ask that might enlighten us to what’s

up with the astronomical increases in children with these challenges?

How about assessing some of the directions we get from professionals and never

question like, why must our babies ALWAYS sleep on their backs? The more I

learn about this particular demand by pediatricians the more I realize that I should

have questioned it,the more I speak to my kids Occupational Therapist the more

I question the underlying sensory implications for nearly nonexistent tummy time

and upright visual stimulation. What about vaccinations? When I was young, we

were required to have 5 or 6 shots during childhood,now, there are an average

of 30-35 and in doses of 4-5 at a time over the first 5 years of a childs life. That

doesn’t even include flu shots – but of course, DOES include the mandatory state

vaccinations required to matriculate our children in public school and most private

also.

So,with our children alone we are minimizing their visual and vestibular acuity

and pricking them like pin cushions and not enough of us are asking questions

like- Why do so many of them have debilitating sensory processing issues?

What about our questions about their safety in leaving them to their own devices

while they play – even in the “false” security of their own backyards? What was

once the most dangerous and fun aluminum attraction at the park has now been

replaced by a composite plastic slide with a standard depth and width of very little

challenge , And, as for the tree climbing we all enjoyed – both for its imaginative

value as well as its exercise – our children run fearful from trees with visions of

deer ticks, secadas, and assertive brown squirrels. That’s ok, because most

parks now have a standardized “climbing wall” to simulate the tree climbing

experience – I think, without the fun, imagination or challenge – and I begin to

question - Why we are giving our kids a watered down version of life?

Tonight was the first night of Passover and during our seder which included

myself, my husband, and our 8. 4, and 2 year old – our 8 year old son asked,

“Who’s winning the war in Iraq?” While my husband and I were at a complete loss

to find an answer that would be true and complete in any way, we were

overwhelmed with joy that at 8- he’s asking questions!! Some of the most

important lessons I continue to learn in life are those that my children teach me

everyday,.

I share this with you tonight, as I ask you the question “Why on this night are we

not asking more questions?”

SUNDAY, MARCH 18, 2007

Hazards of Hibernation
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I’m raising three kids in the suburbs of the Windy City. Ok, I know that the term

Windy City purports to be more about the politics than the weather,but this is a

pretty hard place to “winter” with three kids under 7.

This year, the snow came early in December, and aside from a few mild days, it

seemed like one of the longest winters ever to me. Now, in part, I think I can chalk

some of my hibernation horror to the fact that all three of my kids are not yet of the

age where they can be unsupervised for any length of time, no less, outside for

any period over 15 minutes, but also to the fact that I find we spend hours and

even days without ever leaving the confines of our house in the woods during the

deepest and darkest days of winter.

This winter was no different though somewhere amidst the deepest months

during which we sometimes played in our finished basement playroom 6+ hours

a day – my husband received an email from a neighbor telling him that he had just

tested rather high for Radon in his basement and that we, too, might consider

testing. My husband, knowing my neurosis didn’t tell me at the time, but ran out

within a day or two and purchased a mail-away radon test. He did the testing and

when it came back with a reported spike, he then secretly purchased a digital

Radon gauge and tested the air in several areas in, around and above our

basement.

Only after the area tested in a range twice that of what is normal and expected,

did he mention to me that we would need to address the matter by installing a

special fan to ventilate this toxic air from our home.

As a parent, I had a multitude of responses both immediate and some days later

as I awaited the arrival of the specialists who would come install the vent. I knew

that the effects of exposure to this gas were indeed proven to be dangerous and

in fact, cancer causing over years and years,but how the guilt and worry swept

over me as I began to add up all the hours my entire family had spent inhaling the

gasses before we knew to do anything.

Radon, unlike many other natural gasses, but more like carbon monoxide smells

like NOTHING. In many cases, unless there is a gauge present there is no way to

know that the gasses are even present. They are gasses that are emitted from

the earth and creep into homes (both new and older) through cracks in the

foundation or worse yet, unfinished crawl spaces. There are normal levels of

Radon, and then there are levels which need to be addressed. *See resources at

the end of this article for more specific information on the levels that are

acceptable.

Having experienced a series of miscarriages and being the “neurotic” mother that

I am, I have been evolving towards a much more organic lifestyle. I use vinegar

and lemon solutions to clean, and I use natural and organic products wherever I

can in the laundry, in our bathing and throughout our daily lives. Now, having had

this “run-in” with Radon, I have a whole new take on indoor air pollution beyond

the prohibition of aerosols at our front door.

On January 1st of this year (2007) it became a legal necessity for every home to

have a carbon monoxide detector in the state of Illinois and many other states. It

seems only a matter of time until Radon testing is a legal implication of real estate

ownership, perhaps starting first within the realm of the buyer inspection of any

property. Until that time, as a parent and a homeowner of a new “older” property, I

highly support testing your homes – for peace of mind and for the safety of your

children. After all, raising healthy kids is hard enough without the worry of indoor

air pollutants.

*Resources:
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State: What is Radon? (Definition and FAQ’s):

http://www.epa.gov/radon/radonqa1.html

http://www2.state.il.us/idns/html/radon/prgdeser/whatisrdn.asp

Assessment of Radon Risks: http://www.epa.gov/radon/risk_assessment.html

Who can test or fix your home? http://www.epa.gov/radon/radontest.html

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2007

What a Mother!

This article can now be viewed at:

http://www.remarkablewomanmag.com/Issue_May_2007/as-i-see-it-being-one-

with-motherhood.htm

It’s closer to Superbowl Sunday (Go Bears) than the first Sunday in May but as

I write this column I am struck with that inspirational “mothers day” feeling.

No, I don’t mean runny eggs and chewy orange juice delivered to me in bed

or that flurry of appreciation one gets on that one day a year – but more the

intuitive sense of belonging to that one and only family that a person

“mothers”.

This month was the 10th anniversary of the day my husband asked me to

marry him. We came to our marriage a little older and questionably wiser

than either of us had intended but in our own way we knew that a probable

deal breaker would be our parenting styles.

Neither of us was really searching for the match that we found in each other,

so, finding the complement to our as yet chosen parenting styles seemed an

even more daunting possibility.

Happily we found a balanced strategy in raising children in a loving and

respectful way. In our differences we found commonalities through practicing

patience, open-mindedness, respect and love.

So, this month in honor of the day we decided to marry and give this

“parenting” thing a try – my husband gave me an amazing gift to show me

how thankful he is for me and for all my mothering.

Screech…WHOA….. I hear you thinking, so what? Who hasn’t had someone

plan a nice trip in honor of a commitment or a birthday? I hear you…and I

agree…where’s the interest, Lori?

The trip he planned was to be the final leg of a trip we tried to take the

week before he proposed to me exactly 10 years ago to this day. I was living

in Italy and writing a book at the time. He came to the land of “spaghetti”
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and we attempted to travel up the Amalfi coastline to Capri. The trip resulted

in a terribly played out “Raiders of the Lost Ark” between rotten weather,

mud slides, impassable back roads and our inability to communicate the

farther south of Naples we traveled.

After 4 days we gave up and returned to the little port town of Gaeta that I

called home. As we sat in a café licking our wounded egos that the

insurmountable detours got the best of our trip, we realized together that

the fun was in the journey and that the destination – though Capri is truly

held by this author as one of the most beautiful destinations in the world –

was in finding each other and not the island off the coast of southern Italy.

The endless and directionless narrow roads, the echos of Italians yelling at

each other and the heat of the midday sun have a special place in my

memory.

Often we laugh with one another how torturous that trip was and how if we

had never seen one another again during the trip it would have been too

soon! But how, upon agreeing to end the unfinished journey we realized in all

too an analogous way, that it happened that way for a reason. And, as I,

several months later, looked at my handsome groom and father-to-be of my

future children down a garden aisle at sunset all I could do was reflect on that

trip and how all the pieces fell right where they were supposed to…rather

unfinished.

So…fast forward 10 years and the start of the new day found me shuffling

into our kitchen filled with the rustling about of our three kids and 3 dogs

when I found the first of many cryptic notes I would receive from my

husband. These notes painted a portrait of an, as yet, unprecedented thank

you for my “being” from my best friend. Scrabble letters that came in one of

the notes lay on the counter for days as I tried to find the clues in the

carefully chosen vowels and consonants. More cryptic clues of the impending

surprise were gently placed in corners I was yet to find as he cleared my

absence with my clients before pressing the button to purchase the tickets

and put the deposit on the hotel room.

And then came the day, when upon waking to make school lunches I found

the last strategically placed cryptic note in the kitchen. The note still cryptic

in nature didn’t tell me where, but it told me that I would be away from the

18th – the 24th. I was told that everyone else knew where I was going but

they were all sworn to secrecy.

Have I left you wondering what any of this has to do with mothering, mothers

day, or anything relating to anything but the fact that I married a nice guy?

While overwhelmed with that Sally Fieldism,” You like me- You really like

me!” I was equally and instantly anxious at the thought of leaving my children

for 6 days. I know he planned this exciting journey to show me how much he

values me and all that I do – to thank me for being the mother to his amazing

kids and for remembering the promises we made to one another on that

summer’s eve in 1997. But, and this is a huge BUT- I was overcome by my

(please allow me this…) “motherosity, motherness and being a general

mothermeister ” and for exactly all the reasons he felt my efforts deserved to

be celebrated, I could not leave. I could not leave my mothering in a neat

little compartment while celebrating my ability to be that mother?

Part of me, truly, wondered – and what if we take the trip- then what? Does

that trip really need to be finished? Isn’t it just the same as “we’ll always

have Paris?” but instead, we look at the faces of these little people we have

created and know in our hearts that they are the fulfillment of the as yet
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unseen Amalfi Coast and Isle of Capri? The pending sale of our other house,

illness of one of our children, and my general panic stepped in as the

necessary detours and indeed, the trip was officially postponed.

The gift has been received though and, in my heart, the thoughtfulness

behind the gift is more important that the fulfillment of it could ever be. This

way, I get 6 more days in the lives of my children and my wonderful family,

and a very special mother’s day in January in addition to the one that comes

in May. Funny that it took the offer of shelving all my mothering

responsibilities for me to realize how very much a part of who I am it is…and

that I never want not to be a mother. In fact, I am now at one with my

mother-ness in a way I have been at one with my husband since the day we

decided to turn around that little blue fiat, go back to Gaeta, sip coffee and

fantasize the future we are now living!

MONDAY, JANUARY 1, 2007

Resolutions and Revelations- 2006 Summed Up

This past year was momentous for me! Really- momentous! The problem is, I

can’t put my finger on exactly why! It was a year of firsts and truly surreal

incidents so my thoughts are turning to wonder how I will ever face a year

without as many odd adventures. What can I do to ensure that this coming

year I won’t come to a screeching halt on the personal growth momentum I

have developed over the last 12 months?

What I’ve decided is this… I, Lori Rubin Gertz, resolve to re-invent myself

every year going forward based on what I learned about myself in the

previous year.

I’m writing a book that has long been percolating right now and it’s got me

thinking very deeply about this re-invention resolution thing. If necessity is

the mother of invention, then what’s the mother of re-invention? And what is

the mother of the inspiration that fuels it all? My revelation was this: That I

have been inspired in some three-dimensional way this year through the

tunnels of joy and pain I traveled through and in the end, I get to decide what

to do with the information I collected along the way.

In August, my mother married a man I met only once who was not much older

than I am, to the best of my knowledge never had a job, and no interest in

knowing me or my sister. I spent the first six months of the year trying to

figure out a way to stop it and the second six months of the year trying to

accept it. My mother had been alone for nearly 20 years – floating in and out

of relationships- I just wanted her to be happy- but moreso I needed to know

she was safe. It was a fine line to walk and I deferred to my better

judgement most of the year and just stayed quiet. I learned a lot about my

values and my expectations and in all the questioning and doubt, and I found

strength in my hope that she would experience love in a way she had never

known before. When I was able to rest on that strength, I was relieved and in

fact, delightfully happy for them in their newfound marriage.

Just about the same time of their wedding and while I began grappling with

an unplanned second mortgage as fallout from the breakdown of the real

estate market, I was introduced to a doctor who gave me more clarity in my

life than I ever could have imagined. After years of barely detectable depth

perception and a multitude of hours of diagnostic tests I was assessed so
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sorely deficient in my perceptive awareness that I couldn’t tell where a noise

was coming from with my eyes closed. Dr. Zelinsky of the MindEye Connection

(www.mindeyeconnection.com) inserted punctal plus into my tear ducts,

prescribed a new pair of glasses with custom prisms and even customized a

pair of sunglass clip-ons in the color my eyes most readily relax to- PURPLE!

Had I had these years earlier there would be far fewer crows feet for me to

assess each night, that’s for sure!

I remember having a head full of my thoughts as I left her office sporting the

“eyeball” plugs as I so endearingly refer to them now- thoughts of my

mother, my kids, the fuel gage, and then…as I began driving…it all drifted

aside – as I realized that I could see colors and definition in everything in a

way I never had in my entire life! The Stop Sign was three dimensional and a

color red like the first candy apple I ever ate! The grass was greener than an

untouched pasture! The lines in the road were so clear I could see the

textures of the brushes used to apply them. I could see people’s faces…I could

see their eyes…I could see the numbers on my cell phone as I punched away to

scream into my husband’s ear with delight, “Holy cats, Craig, I can SEE! I can

SEE! Colors!!!! It’s a beautiful, beautiful world! I have DEFINITION and

CLARITY!” He thought it was clear alright…I was clearly a woman who’d

finally gone over the edge. The next week I could see quite clearly as I stared

into my ob/gyn’s eyes at the moment he found a lump and winced with

concern during a routine breast examination.

The year went like that…up and down….up so high I was floating and down so

low I thought I wouldn’t recover to see the light of day.

My domestically adopted daughter, my dear sweet and lovely three year old-

who grew in my heart and not my tummy- was diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol

Syndrome (www.faslink.org) in early September not two weeks after learning

of my lump. While I suspected something intuitively over the years even

having had a very close and open relationship with her birthmother, I never

wanted to believe what was nagging at me as her developmental behaviors

became more and more unmanageable over the course of her very short life.

From the day of her birth– as Meg Ryan so aptly said in When Harry Met Sally

- “SHE WAS DIFFICULT!”. Colic couldn’t possibly last through her third

birthday so the diagnosis was a pinnacle of sorts in my ongoing search for

answers as to why I couldn’t seem to help this child be happy.

As I struggled for the last few years to answer the questions I had about why

1 of my 3 children was having such a completely different childhood

experience in my home I sought every ounce of help I could. Post adoption,

her out-of-state birthmother cycled into a downward spin finding herself in

and out of jail and rehabs and just two weeks after her diagnosis, while we

were still reeling from the betrayal and anger at all the lies from someone we

had come to know quite well, and even still before we were ever able to

confront her about her drug and alcohol use during her pregnancy (she had

presented us with a squeaky clean medical record and she covered her tracks

well in many ways), the dreaded call came on Sept 28th that she was found

dead of an overdose just hours prior.

I’ve been told I should feel anger deeply- but all I can feel now is compassion

and sadness at the loss for my sweet little girl and the friend I had in her

birthmother. How tormented must her birthmother’s life have been –

REALLY- for her only answer to have been to commit suicide. I am still trying

to reconcile that I am no longer the bridge between my daughter’s genetic

family and the family she will grow up in. I am so deeply saddened by the fact

that I will not be able to help her make the connection to this tortured yet
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amazing woman- who made the smartest decision of her life to give me her

daughter to raise as my own.

So- in that last week of September, and in all the mourning and confusion, I

learned I was carrying a benign lump and a forgiving heart. It’s a very hard

call as to which one gave me greater joy.

With every path and winding side street these joys and pains of the past year

have taken me down I have learned something new – not only about life and

all the complexities so integral to it- but about character. My character…my

mother’s character, my daughter’s birthmother’s character, my ob/gyn’s

character, my husband’s character, my children’s character…and in that…

comes my resolve to live my dreams and re-invent myself every year going

forward.

No faint-of-heart resolutions for me anymore…while they were in good stead,

I usually gave them up by February anyway. Diets, behavior, practice, time

management, how about the all famous “ I’m going to learn how to play the

piano this year”!?…all well meaning…but, just not what I am about anymore.

If this year taught me anything it’s that I’m strong and confident, and most

days feel like I could take on the world. It taught me to stop pining for

yesterday and planning for tomorrow and realize that I have the courage to

be the person I dreamt about being when I was a child. I have always wanted

to write and be a writer. There is no question that I am surely a story teller

and after many, many years and one stone cold manuscript after another

rotting away on some obsolete hard-drive I have finally been inspired – to tell

my stories.

Introducing myself as a writer after decades of writing has freed me from the

bondage that was just plain unrequited fear. After a year like this, frankly,

there’s not much left to fear that I haven’t already looked down the barrel

at.

So…for me, the mother of re-invention was my mother…was my daughter’s

birthmother…and in fact, IS me as a mother, wife, daughter, business

woman, volunteer, and bargain hunter extraordinaire….and going forward

into 2007 I feel that my resolution to re-invent myself has a foundation in

very meaningful sums of experiences I had in 2006 and I hardly suspect that

those will wane by February.

This article was written explicitly for and appeared as an installment of As I

See It as published in Remarkable Woman Magazine

(www.RemarkableWomanMag.com) to honor the memory of my daughter's

birthmother. Her life might have felt flawed, but she was a loving mother

who made a painful personal decision in order to give her daughter a real

chance at life.
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